Audio – Visual Materials

[VHS]  MICHIGAN MAGAZINE PROGRAM FOR PBS WITH ROBERT HALTINER

[VHS]  “ALPENA REMEMBERS WHEN” WITH ROBERT HALTINER, MILO BURSTON, GERRY SHEA, & MARY DAVISON.  [VIDEOTAPED BY BRONWYN WOOLMAN] (APRIL 21, 2000)

[VHS]  THREE BOBS AND A TRAIN WITH BOB BROOKBANK, BOB HALTINER, & BOB KUJAWA (JUNE 9, 2001)

[CD-R]  ALPENA AND ITS RAILROAD HERITAGE BY RON CADY  [FROM AN APPLE KEYNOTE PROGRAM] (COPYRIGHT 2008)

[CD-R]  ALPENA HISTORICAL RAILROAD IMAGES FROM AND BY RON CADY (C2008)

[CD-R]  PHOTOGRAPHS OF MAIN ENTRANCES TO EVERGREEN CEMETERY & HOLY CROSS CEMETERY BY DAVID MILLER FOR ROBERT HALTINER (APRIL 30, 2011)

[CD-R]  GLOBE HOTEL & GLOBE HOTEL FIRE AT RIVER ST. & 3rd St. (EARLY 1970S) [GIVEN BY DAVID MILLER]


[DVD-R]  LOCAL TV NEWSCAST OF THE D&M DEPOT FIRE ON OCTOBER 1, 1991; ALPENA HIGH SCHOOL FIRE; ADAMS BOOK STORE; MISCELLANEOUS MOVIE; THE TIES THAT BIND PRODUCED BY THE D & M RAILWAY CO.  [FROM TON CADY / ROBERT KUJAWA]

[16MM MOVIE REEL]  LEE RICHARDSON’S FILM OF THE 1920S  [FOUND & DONATED BY LARRY CLARK]

[16MM MOVIE REEL]  LEE RICHARDSON’S FILM OF THE 1920S  [FOUND & DONATED BY LARRY CLARK]


[AUDIO REEL]  1. BELL BAY VILLAGE HISTORY. INTERVIEW WITH JOHN RABITEAU [#1] (C1965)

[AUDIO REEL]  2. BELL BAY VILLAGE HISTORY. INTERVIEWS WITH JOHN RABITEAU [#2] & MRS. ROSALIE BUSSEY [#1] (C1965)

[AUDIO REEL]  3. BELL BAY VILLAGE HISTORY. INTERVIEW WITH MRS. BUSSEY [#2] (C1965)

[AUDIO REEL]  4. BELL BAY VILLAGE HISTORY. INTERVIEW WITH MRS. BUSSEY [#3] (C1965)

[AUDIO REEL]  5. BELL BAY VILLAGE HISTORY. INTERVIEW WITH JOHN RABITEAU [#1] (1966)


[AUDIO REEL]  7. BELL BAY VILLAGE HISTORY. INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD MCGINN (JULY 21, 1966)

The above [audio reels] were listed as property of ORVILLE MURCH & ALPENA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE INTENDED FOR THE BESSER MUSEUM